
Your  specialist dealer 
The experienced and knowledgeable weinor specialist dealer is your contact for 
all weinor products. This is because weinor products are only available from these 
approved partners, not directly from the manufacturer. Every weinor product is 
individually made to measure so is completely bespoke. And yet it is only a short 
journey to your beautiful new patio/terrace space. 

5 strengths of your weinor specialist dealer

1    Comprehensive advice
  The weinor specialist dealer offers you detailed advice on all aspects of weinor products. They will take 

your individual requirements into account. As a rule, they will visit you on site and find the best solution  
to suit your specific requirements and needs.  

2    Diverse showroom options
  Most weinor specialist retailers have their own showroom. There you can experience weinor products  

and the extensive range of accessories live - and most of them are even in their original size. You can look 
forward to smart functions, the high-quality fabric collection and a huge selection of frame colours. 

3    A made to measure product, perfectly planned and accurately costed  
  Every weinor product is made to measure so a detailed survey is essential to ensure the correct product  

and specification is met. This will take into account all technical elements of the product concerned so  
an accurate and final cost can be agrgeed.

4    Safe installation by an approved specialist
  The installation teams used by our weinor specialist dealers receive regular training to ensure that the 

work is carried out professionally and to recommended specifications. They are also very familiar with  
difficult installation situations so any surprise issues can normally be simply dealt with. On-time delivery, 
cleanliness and friendliness are a matter of course. 

5      Best service 
  To ensure that the value of your weinor product is retained  

in the long term, you have the option of agreeing a main- 
tenance contract with your weinor specialist dealer. If there  
is ever a problem, you can always get reliable advice and  
customer service. 

Most definitely
an original product

CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHENTICITY

Awnings     Patio roofs     Glasoasen®

5 steps to your beautiful outdoor space
weinor specialist partners can be found at  
www.weinor.com/retailer-partner-search

Contact your  
weinor specialist dealer

Get bespoke individual advice  
on the full range of weinor products

A comprehensive survey will ensure  
all questions are answered

Secure installation by your weinor specialist dealer  
and then: enjoy the results!


